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Best anchor point for drawing a compound bow

Archery is all about consistency. If you pull the bowstring back to another place for each shot, accuracy suffers. That's why one of the last steps in the recording process is to consistently bring your drawing hand to the same spot on your face, which is called an anchor. Bone on BoneProfessional archer John Dudley demonstrates four
components of a good anchor point. 1: Bone on Bone Contact 2: Light String Face Contact 3: String Touching the Tip of Nose 4: Looking Through Peep Sight. Photo Credit: John DudleyA's good anchor point has multiple touchpoints, and at least one of them should be a bone of the hand touching the facial bone. Bones are strong,
consistent contact points, which makes them more desirable than soft tissue. How you anchor depends on the type of release. In addition to loosening the wrist strap, put your thumb on your jaw to make a good anchor. Use a manual edition to place the V that created your index and middle finger on your jaw. Bowstring ContactAllow
bowstring to touch the nose. Photo Credit: ATAYour bowstring needs to touch the tip of the nose to create a second point of contact. While it's not part of your anchor point, bowstring should gently touch the side of your face from its D-loop to the view. It is important to keep facial contact light. Too much pressure on the bow arc causes
inconsistencies between left and right. Peep AlignmentAlign your peep sight with your form of housing. Photo credit: ATAYou's will further increase its consistency by looking through your peep sight and aligning it with your visual casing. When properly aligned, the casing from view and vision creates two concentric circles. The shapes of
the face differ, so the two anchors are not exactly similar. Following these guidelines and seeking help from a qualified archery coach, you will find a consistent anchor. Find an archery coach here. What is the best anchor point for shooting with a bow and arrow Whether you are shooting a traditional bow with your fingers or a stacked bow
with a release aid, a good consistent matching anchor point is key to consistent archery accuracy.  It is important to ensure that the arrow or flea does not come into contact with your face or clothing material. The correct length of the draw helps to ensure that the anchor position is correct so that the arrow has a good gap.  For more in-
depth discussion about anchoring your draw, read on. Why is anchor so important? Consistency is essential for maximum archery accuracy.  Pulling the arc so that the arrow is at the same draw length and placed the same each time is crucial for consistent accuracy.   But there are many ways to anchor your draw.  Let's explore some
techniques. The anchor position must be comfortable for the shooter and easily established. The actual anchor point will depend on whether it benefits you to release and what type or snap your fingers. the position of the shooter used is very important, because it will allow consistency. Small variations in the anchor point will make great
differences in where the arrow ends. When recording traditional bows and fingers to release a string, there is no back wall that creates a consistent pull-out length like with complex arcs.  Therefore, it is even more important to have a consistent position so that the length of the draw is the same for each shot.  A slightly different length of
the draw will apply more or less power to the arrow, causing an inconsistent flight path. What's the appropriate anchor point? The best anchor point is the one that feels natural and can be repeated.  It is also one that allows you to clean the arrow and string well because it leaves the anchor point on the shot.  After you release the trigger
and the arrow starts moving forward, there is a little delay time until the camera is rolling over, enough time for a slight movement of the head, hand or for fleaing the arrow to bump into your face.  All this should be remembered while choosing an anchor. Another thing to keep in mind is where the view is set on the wire. It should be
natural, comfortable and repeatable to draw a bow to the point of anchor and be able to look through the view.  If you have to contort your head around to be able to see your sights, you should make some adjustments. The combination of a good anchor point, gaze and front vision create a triangular targeting system that can provide very
good archery accuracy. Personally, I don't use the view because, for hunting, it can get in the way.  Usually shots are done in poor light conditions and the view makes it difficult for me to see. But if I use a consistent anchor point and draw length, which is easy with a stacked bow, I can achieve the appropriate accuracy of arrows for
hunting purposes. Choosing a good anchor point Anchor point should be 3 things: repeatable comfortably easily identified All three aspects are important.  If the shooter cannot repeat the same anchor point or has to twist his face to line his sight or cannot remember exactly where he is, the arrows will fly inconsistently. By easily identified I
mean that the point or points should be clear so there is no doubt about that.  I use the kissing button. A kissing button is a small disc attached to a string to provide a reference point that can easily be felt on the face.  They call it a kiss because it is usually set to sit in the corner of the mouth when the bow is anchored. This is easy to
identify the point of contact.  Another point of contact with the face is the wrist of your arm and jaw bone.  When I shoot, I like to feel the first joint on my cheekbone.  In this way, there is a certain point I want my hand to be and easy to identify and can be repeated.  Use Bones and kissing should perfectly align my frame as long as I
establish a good T frame with my back and shoulders.  More on this in this archery article&gt; Depending on the type of release you use, the joints can position themselves at the end of your jaw when your eye is lined up with a view.  This anchor works well with the release of the thumb and the shooter's arm that has overturned so that
the joints contact the face.  I've never been able to get used to a layoff like this because I've fired a trigger finger gun since I could walk. Common physical anchor points are: the kissing button on the corner of the fingertips of the mouth on the corner of the mouth (cracking traditionally with fingers) the first joint of the index finger into the
cheekbone when using the trigger releases the joints of the hand on the back of the jaw (when using a thumb-style release with the palm turned from the face) forefinger where the jaw and cheekbone connect to the ear There are probably more of them But you can get an idea.  Your personal anchor point will vary depending on your facial
features, release style and personal preferences.  What you use is a matter of comfort and repeatability. I know a shooter who likes to anchor with his thumb open and put it behind his neck.  This allows it to gain a little more length of extraction from the bow and more power. Aspire to multiple anchor points at the same time For example,
the shooter can use a kissing button, the first joint touches the ear or the angle of the jaw, and the nose gently touches the string.  As long as the cozy and eye-aligned with the vision system, more points of contact can help align the arc more perfectly. It is important not to crush any parts of the wire, fleas or arrows in the face as contact
could gently throw your shot away.   Some shooters, like these guys below, like to have a wire in touch with their face.  Some prefer to delicately touch the tip of the nose, and others will squash the wire into their face.  Whatever makes you more confident is what you should do. This guy has what I call a long anchor, where his release is
way behind the wire.  This can be a good way if you want to maximize the length of the draw if you are a little on the small side. Anchor points for Recurve Bow Anchor points for rekurve or longbow are slightly different because the shooter is snapping his fingers as opposed to mechanical release.  The hand is usually a little more forward
on the face.  Some shooters like to use their nose and chin touching the wire in two moments.  Some people like to anchor under their jaws.  Some prefer to have an arrow near the eye, and the theory is that the closer to the eye the better and you can look down the arrow.  I don't even like to be aware of arrows when filming, whether I
use rekurve instinctively or a date with landmarks.  Here A couple of guys who like to anchor under their chins. This guy uses a thumb release compound with an upturned palm so that the joints can nestle into the jaw.  And another shooter with a slightly different arm position. Here is an astonishing young lady who has no idea how to
shoot a bow.  Her bow arm bent, elbow down, pull her hand not parallel to the arrow, pull her wrist bent, and where is her anchor supposed to be?  But hey, she looks good doing it with that smokin hot body! One thing to keep in mind about instinctive anchor shooting is that, unlike a stacked arc, where you cam over a power curve and
then take aim, once you reach your set anchor point your target is done and released.  Keeping a traditional onion in full draw for more than one example will wear you out.  You often see in movies, shooters drawing their bows and targeting the bad guys for a few minutes until someone realizes whether they should start shooting. Pretty
stupid if you can shoot a bow.  These arches must be 10 or 15 pounds to attract weight.  A shooter shooting a traditional bow should unleash an arrow as soon as a full draw and anchor is placed. Here is an article that has some great pictures of various anchorages.  Choose one that fits your release method, style, body type. Once you
find what works best for you, stick to it for consistency.
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